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(57) Abstract: Methods and systems for personalizable hybrid games including a 
gambling game and an entertainment game are provided. A hybrid game includes a 
real world engine configured to provide a randomly generated payout for a 
gambling game and a game world engine configured to manage an entertainment 
software engine to provide outcomes based upon a player's skillful execution of an 
entertainment game. Parameter data indicative of player performance when playing 
the entertainment game at a first difficulty setting is collected and a difficulty set
ting is selected for the entertainment game based upon the collected parameter 
data. An amount of real world credit to be wagered in the gambling game may be 
determined based on the selected difficulty setting for the entertainment game, 
where real world credit is credit used in the gambling game.
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PERSONALIZABLE HYBRID GAMES

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of and U.S. Provisional Patent Application

No. 81/572,135, filed July 12, 2011, and U.S. Provisional Patent Application No.

61/629,018, filed November 10, 2011, the contents of each of which are hereby

incorporated by reference as if stated in full herein.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention is generally related to gaming and more specifically to 

personalization of a hybrid game that includes both a gambling game and an 

entertainment game.

BACKGROUND.

[0003] The gaming machine manufacturing industry has traditionally developed 

gaming machines with a gambling game. A gambling game is typically a game of 

chance, which is a game where the outcome of the game is generally dependent solely 

on chance (such as a slot machine). A game of chance can be contrasted with a game 

of skill where the outcome of the game may depend upon a player’s skill with the game. 

Gambling games are typically not as interactive and do not include graphics as 

sophisticated as an entertainment game, which is a game of skill such as a video game. 

[0003A] The reference to any prior art in the specification is not and should not be 

taken as, an acknowledgement or any form of suggestion that the prior art forms part of 

the common general knowledge in any country.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0003B] It is an object of a preferred embodiment of the invention to provide a 

personalsabie hybrid game which will overcome or ameliorate problems for a such 

present or a least the public with a useful choice.

[0004] Methods and systems for operating a hybrid game that includes a real world 

engine configured to provide a randomly generated payout for a gambling game and a
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game world engine configured to manage an entertainment software engine to provide 

outcomes based upon a player’s skillful execution of an entertainment game are 

provided.

[0005] In exemplary embodiments, parameter data indicative of player performance 

when playing the entertainment game at a first difficulty setting is collected, a difficulty 

setting for the entertainment game is selected based upon the collected parameter data 

is, and an amount of real world credit to be wagered in the gambling game based on the 

selected difficulty setting for the entertainment game is determined, where real world 

credit is credit used in the gambling game.

[0008] In numerous exemplary embodiments, a rate of consumption of an element of 

the entertainment game based on the selected difficulty setting for the entertainment 

game is determined, where an element is a limited resource utilized within the 

entertainment game to advance gameplay, and an amount of real world credit to be 

wagered based on the determined rate of consumption of the element is determined. 

[0007] In many exemplary embodiments, a modification of a parameter indicative of 

player performance at the entertainment game is received, and an amount of real world 

credit to be wagered based on the modification of the parameter is determined.

[0008] In various exemplary embodiments, the modification of the parameter is a 

modification of the length of time that a player is playing the hybrid game.

[0000] In several exemplary embodiments, the modification of the parameter is a 

modification of a maximum amount of real world credit that can be wagered.

[0010] In numerous exemplary embodiments, the modification of the parameter is a 

modification of a minimum amount of real world credit that can be wagered.

[0011] In many exemplary embodiments, the collected parameter data is game world 

credit accumulation data, where game world credits are credits accumulated in the 

entertainment game, and a difficulty setting is selected based upon maximized game 

world credit accumulation.

[0012] In various exemplary embodiments, the parameter data indicative of player 

performance is collected when playing the entertainment game at a second difficulty 

setting

~2~
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[0012 A] Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, throughout the specification

and the claims, the words “comprise”, “comprising”, and the like, are to be construed in 

an inclusive sense as opposed to an exclusive or exhaustive sense, that is to say. in the 

sense of “including, but not limited to”.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] FIG. 1 illustrates a personalizable hybrid game in accordance with an 

embodiment of the invention.

[0014] FIG. 2 illustrates a process for receiving a player selection to personalize a 

hybrid game in accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

2a
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[0015] FIG. 3 illustrates a process for calculating possible outcomes of hybrid game

play due to modifications of parameters in accordance with an embodiment of the

invention.

[0016] FIG. 4 illustrates a process for determining a difficulty setting for an

entertainment game in accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

[0017] FIG. 5 illustrates a graph showing GWC accumulation rate relative to difficulty 

settings.

[0018] FIG. 6 illustrates a process for evaluating player performance at an 

entertainment game in accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

[0019] FIG. 7 illustrates a table of parameter data collected while evaluating a 

player’s performance at various entertainment game difficulty settings.

[0020] FIG. 8 illustrates a hardware architecture diagram of a processing apparatus 

in accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0021] Turning now to the drawings, systems and methods for a hybrid game 

capable of being personalized to a player of the hybrid game are described. In many 

embodiments, a player of a hybrid game may manually select from a number of options 

to personalize a hybrid game according to player preferences. A player can be any 

entity, individual or corporation, capable of personalizing a hybrid game. In several 

embodiments, the personalization is performed automatically without player input, 

including (but not limited to) determining a player skill level and configuring the hybrid 

game according to an appropriate entertainment game difficulty setting.

[0022] In several embodiments, a hybrid game is a game that integrates both a 

gambling game that includes a real world engine (RWE) which manages the gambling 

game, as well as an entertainment game that includes a game world engine (GWE) 

which manages the entertainment portion of a game, and an entertainment software 

engine (ESE) which executes the game for player entertainment. In certain 

embodiments, the hybrid game also includes a user interface associated with either or 

both the gambling game and the entertainment game. Various hybrid games are 

discussed in Patent Cooperation Treaty Application No. PCT/US11/26768, filed March
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1, 2011, entitled "ENRICHED GAME PLAY ENVIRONMENT (SINGLE and/or MULTI

PLAYER) FOR CASINO APPLICATIONS" and Patent Cooperation Treaty Application 

No. PCT/US 11/63587, filed December 6, 2011, entitled "ENHANCED SLOT-MACHINE 

FOR CASINO APPLICATIONS" each disclosure of which is hereby incorporated by 

reference in its entirety. The RWE, GWE and ESE are also discussed further below. 

[0023] In numerous embodiments, a personalizable hybrid game can allow a player 

to access information useful to the player in personalizing the hybrid game, such as to 

display a demonstration on game use and possible outcomes from different 

modifications of hybrid game parameters (such as but not limited to RWC available to 

the gambling game, game play time and entertainment game difficulty setting) that a 

player can make to personalize the hybrid game. Also, a player may manually 

personalize a game, such as by (but not limited to) setting the difficulty setting at which 

the hybrid game is performing, determining the conversions between elements, real 

world credits (RWC) and game world credits (GWC), setting game play time or goals to 

be reached during gameplay, setting up a player account or settings for interactions with 

a virtual community.

[0024] In a number of embodiments, a personalizable hybrid game can automatically 

configure the entertainment game to operate at an appropriate difficulty setting to match 

a player’s skill level. In certain embodiments, a process for configuring an 

entertainment game to operate at an appropriate difficulty setting includes collecting 

parameter data indicative of player performance at an entertainment game, evaluating 

the player performance across different difficulty settings of the entertainment game, 

determining an appropriate difficulty setting and configuring the entertainment game 

according to the appropriate difficulty setting. In various embodiments, a determination 

of an appropriate difficulty setting for a player’s skill level is an iterative process where 

the entertainment game is set at a difficulty setting, data is collected based upon a 

player’s entertainment game performance at the difficulty setting, and the process is 

repeated for additional difficulty settings of interest. In numerous embodiments, a 

determination of an appropriate difficulty setting is performed by finding the difficulty 

setting with the maximum GWC accumulation rate.
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[0025] Although specific embodiments of personalizable hybrid game are discussed

above, hybrid games can be personalized using a variety of processes as appropriate to

the requirements of a specific application in accordance with embodiments of the

invention. Personalizable hybrid games in accordance with embodiments of the

invention are discussed further below.

Hybrid Games

[0026] In many embodiments, a hybrid game provides players with high levels of 

entertainment content with a game of skill in the gambling experience. These hybrid 

games provide for a random outcome independent of player skill while ensuring that the 

player’s gaming experience (as measured by obstacles/challenges encountered, time of 

play and other factors) is shaped by the player’s skill. A personalizable hybrid game in 

accordance with an embodiment of the invention is illustrated in FIG. 1. The hybrid 

game includes a RWE 102, GWE 112, ESE 120, gambling game user interface 122 and 

entertainment game user interface 124. The two user interfaces may be part of the 

same user interface but are separate in the illustrated embodiment. The RWE 102 is 

connected with the GWE 112 and the gambling game user interface 122. The ESE 120 

is connected with the GWE 112 and the entertainment game user interface 124. The 

GWE 112 is connected also with the entertainment game user interface 124.

[0027] In several embodiments, The RWE 102 is the fundamental operating system 

for the gambling game of the hybrid game and controls and operates the gambling 

game. The operation of a gambling game is enabled by money, such as real funds, 

accretes and declinates real gambling credits based on random gambling outcome, and 

whose gambling proposition is typically regulated by gaming control bodies. In many 

embodiments, the RWE includes a RW operating system (OS) 104, random number 

generator (RNG) 106, level “n” real-world credit pay tables (Table Ln-RWC) 108, RWC 

meters 110 and other software constructs that enable a game of chance to offer a fair 

and transparent gambling proposition, and to contain the auditable systems and 

functions that can enable the game to obtain gaming regulatory body approval.

[0028] A random number generator (RNG) 106 includes software and/or hardware 

algorithm and/or process which are used to generate random outcomes. A level n real-
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world credit pay table (Table Ln-RWC) 108 is a table that can be used in conjunction 

with a random number generator (RNG) 106 to dictate the real world credits (RWC) 

earned as a function of game play and is analogous to the pay tables used in a 

conventional slot machine. Table Ln-RWC payouts are independent of player skill. 

There may be one or a plurality of Table Ln-RWC pay tables 108 contained in a 

gambling game, the selection of which may be determined by game factors including 

(but not limited to) progress a player has earned, and/or bonus rounds which a player 

may be eligible for. Real world credits (RWC) are credits analogous to slot machine 

game credits which are entered into a gambling game by the player, either in the form of 

money such as hard currency or electronic funds. RWCs can be decremented or 

augmented based on the outcome of a random number generator according to the 

Table Ln-RWC real world credits pay table 108, independent of player skill. In certain 

embodiments, an amount of RWC can be required to enter higher ESE game levels. 

RWC can be carried forward to higher game levels or paid out if a game cash out is 

opted for by a player. The amount of RWC required to enter a specific level of the 

game “level n” need not be the same for each level. In many embodiments, the GWE 

112 manages the overall hybrid game operation, with the RWE 102 and the ESE 120 

effectively being support units to the GWE 112. In several embodiments, the GWE 112 

contains mechanical, electronic and software system for an entertainment game. The 

GWE 112 includes a GW game operating system (OS) 114 that provides control of the 

entertainment game. The GWE additionally contains a level “n” game world credit pay 

table (Table Ln-GWC) 116 from where to take input from this table to affect the play of 

the entertainment game. The GWE 112 can further couple to the RWE 102 to 

determine the amount of RWC available on the game and other metrics of wagering on 

the gambling game (and potentially affect the amount of RWC in play on the RWE). 

The GWE additionally contains various audit logs and activity meters (such as the GWC 

meter) 118. The GWE 112 can also couple to a centralized server for exchanging 

various data related to the player and activities related to the game. The GWE 112 

furthermore couples to the ESE 120.

[0029] In many embodiments, a level “n” game world credit pay table (Table Ln- 

GWC) 116 dictates the GWC earned as a function of player skill in the nth level of the
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game. The payouts governed by this table are dependent upon player skill and game 

play at large and may or may not be coupled to a random number generator. In several 

embodiments, game world credits (GWC) are player points earned or depleted as a 

function of player skill (i.e. as a function of player performance in the context of the 

game). GWC is analogous to the “score” in a typical video game. Each game has one 

or more scoring criterion, embedded within the Table Ln-GWC 116 that reflects player 

performance against the goal(s) of the game. GWC can be carried forward from one 

level of game play to another, and ultimately paid out in various manners such as 

directly in cash, or indirectly such as earning entrance into a sweepstakes drawing, or 
earning participation in, or victory in, a tournament with prizes. GWC may be stored on 

a player tracking card or in a network-based player tracking system, where the GWC is 

attributed to a specific player.

[0030] In certain embodiments, the operation of the GWE does not affect the RWE's 

gambling operation except for player choice parameters that are allowable in slot 

machines today including (but not limited to) as the wager amount, how fast the player 

wants to play (by pressing a button or pulling the slot's handle), and/or agreement to 

wager into a bonus round. In this sense, the RWE 102 provides a fair and transparent, 

non-skill based gambling proposition co-processor to the GWE 112. In the illustrated 

embodiment, the communication link shown between the GWE 112 and the RWE 102 

allows the GWE 112 to obtain information from the RWE 102 as to the amount of RWC 

available in the gambling game. The communication link can also convey the status of 

the RWE (such as on-line or tilt). The communication link can further communicate 

various gambling control factors which the RWE 102 uses as input, including but not 

limited to the number of RWC consumed per game or the player’s election to enter a 

jackpot round. In FIG. 1, the GWE 112 is also shown as connecting to the player's user 

interface directly, as this may be utilized to communicate certain entertainment game 

aspects, such as (but not limited to) club points, player status, control the selection of 

choices and messages which a player may find useful in order to adjust the 

entertainment game experience or understand their gambling status in the RWE 102. 

[0031] In various embodiments, the ESE 120 manages and controls the visual, 

audio, and player control for the entertainment game. In certain embodiments, the ESE
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120 accepts input from a player through a set of hand controls, and/or head, gesture, 

and/or eye tracking systems and outputs video, audio and/or other sensory output to a 

user interface. In many embodiments, the ESE 120 can exchange data with and accept 

control information from the GWC 112. In certain embodiments, control information to 

the ESE 120 from the GWE 112 includes control information used to personalize a 

hybrid game. In several embodiments an ESE 120 can be implement using a personal 

computer (PC), a Sony PlayStation® (a video game console developed by Sony 

Computer Entertainment of Tokyo Japan), or Microsoft Xbox® (a video game console 

developed by Microsoft Corporation of Redmond, Washington) running a specific game 

program.

[0032] The ESE 120 operates mostly independently from the GWE 112, except that 

via the interface, the GWE 112 may send certain GW game control parameters to the 

ESE 120 to affect its play, such as (but not limited to) what level of character to be 

using, changing the difficulty setting of the game, changing the type of gun or car in use, 

requesting potions to become available or to be found by the character, etc. The ESE 

120 can accept this input from the GWE 112, make adjustments, and continue the play 

action all the while running seamlessly from the player's perspective. The ESE's 

operation is mostly skill based, except for where the ESE's algorithm may inject 

complexities into the game by chance in its normal operation to create unpredictability in 

the entertainment game. Utilizing this interface, the ESE 120 may also communicate 

player choices made in the game to the GWE 112, such as (but not limited to) selection 

of a different gun and/or the player picking up a special potion in the GW environment. 

The GWE's job in this architecture, being interfaced thusly to the ESE 120, is to allow 

the transparent coupling of entertainment software to a fair and transparent random 

chance gambling game, providing a seamless perspective to the player that they are 

playing a typical popular entertainment game (which is skill based). In certain 

embodiments, the ESE 120 can be used to enable a wide range of games including (but 

not limited to) popular titles from arcade and home video games, such as (but not 

limited to) Gears of War (a third person shooter game developed by Epic Games of 

Cary, North Carolina), Time Crisis (a shooter arcade game developed by Namco Ltd of 

Tokyo, Japan), or Madden Football (an American football video game developed by EA
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Tiburon of Maitland, Florida). Providers of such software can provide the previously

described interface by which the GWE 120 can request amendments to the operation of

the ESE software in order to provide seamless and sensible operation as both a

gambling game and an entertainment game.

[0033] In several embodiments, the RWE 102 can accept a trigger to run a gambling 

game in response to actions taken by the player in the entertainment game as 

conveyed by the ESE 120 to the GWE 112, or as triggered by the GWE 112 based on 

its algorithms, background to the overall game from the player’s perspective, but can 

provide information to the GWE 112 to expose the player to certain aspects of the 

gambling game, such as (but not limited to) odds, amount of RWC in play, and amount 

of RWC available. The RWE 102 can accept modifications in the amount of RWC 

wagered on each individual gambling try, or the number of games per minute the RWE 

102 can execute, entrance into a bonus round, and other factors, all the while these 

factors can take a different form than that of a typical slot machine. An example of a 

varying wager amount that the player can choose might be that they have decided to 

play with a more powerful character in the game, a more powerful gun, or a better car. 

These choices can increase or decrease the amount wagered per individual gambling 

game, in the same manner that a standard slot machine player may decide to wager 

more or less credits for each pull of the handle. In several embodiments, the RWE 102 

can communicate a number of factors to the GWE 112 that result in 

increases/decreases in wagers as a function of the player's decision making as to the 

player’s operational profile in the entertainment game (i.e. power of the character, gun 

selection, car choice, etc.). In this manner, the player is always in control of the per 

game wager amount, with the choice mapping to one or more parameter or component 

which is applicable to the entertainment game experience of the hybrid game. In 

several embodiments, the RWE 102 operation can be a game of chance running every 

10 seconds where the amount wagered is communicated from the GWE 112 as a 

function of choices the player makes in the operation profile in the entertainment game 

such as those cited above.

[0034] In numerous embodiments, actions taken by the player in the entertainment 

game trigger a gambling game through an enabling element of the entertainment game.
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Enabling elements are consumable and replenishable elements in an entertainment 

game that enable a player to play the entertainment game while consuming the 

element. There may be one or more enabling element types in use in the entertainment 

game, either simultaneously or serially. Enabling element types include, but are not 

limited to, game objects used by the player while playing the entertainment game such 

as bullets, fuel, health points, potions, etc.

[0035] In many embodiments, an enabling element may be incremented or 

decremented in the entertainment game based on the outcome of the gambling game. 

For example, a winning outcome in the gambling game may result in an increment of 

some, all or an excess of an amount of an enabling element that was consumed by the 

player in triggering the gambling game.

[0036] In various embodiments, actions taken by the player in the entertainment 

game trigger a gambling game through an action element of the entertainment game. 

Action elements are entertainment game elements or objects that are acted upon by a 

player while playing in an entertainment game. There may be one or more action 

element types available for use in the entertainment game, either simultaneously or 

serially. Exemplary action actions include (but are not limited to) doors that a player can 

chose to open, chests that a player can choose to open, non-player characters that the 

player can interact with, waypoints or checkpoints in the entertainment game, objectives 

to be achieved, etc.

[0037] In several embodiments, an enabling element may be reset, replaced, added 

or removed in the entertainment game based on the outcome of the gambling game. 

For example, a winning outcome in the gambling game may result in a reset of the 

action element such that the player can again interact with the action element while a 

losing outcome from the gambling game may result in the action element being 

deactivated or removed entirely from the entertainment game.

[0038] In many embodiments, a hybrid game integrates a video game style gambling 

machine, where the gambling game (i.e. RWE 102 and RWC) is not player skill based, 

while at the same time allows players to use their skills to earn club points that a casino 

operator can translate to rewards, tournaments opportunities and prizes for the players. 

The actual exchange of monetary funds earned or lost directly from gambling against a
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game of chance, such as a slot machine, is preserved. At the same time a rich 

environment of rewards to stimulate "gamers" can be established with the entertainment 

game. In several embodiments, the hybrid game can leverage very popular titles with 

"gamers" and provides a sea change environment for casinos to attract players with 

games that are more akin to the type of entertainment which a younger generation 

desires. In various embodiments, players can use their skill towards building and 

banking GWC which in turn can be used to win tournaments and various prizes as a 

function of their "gamer" prowess. Numerous embodiments minimize the underlying 

changes needed to the aforementioned entertainment software (Gears of War, etc.), for 

the hybrid game to operate within an entertainment game construct, thus making a 

plethora of complex game titles and environments, rapid and inexpensive to deploy in a 

gambling environment.

[0039] In certain embodiments, hybrid games also allow players to gain entry into 

subsequent competitions through the accumulation of game world credits (GWC) that 

accrue as a function of the player's demonstrated skill at the game. These competitions 

can pit individual players or groups of players against one another and/or against the 

casino to win prizes based upon a combination of chance and skill. These competitions 

may be either asynchronous events, whereby players participate at a time and/or place 

of their choosing, or they may be synchronized events, whereby players participate at a 

specific time and/or venue.

[0040] Although specific personalizable hybrid games are discussed above, hybrid 

games can be personalized using a variety of processes as appropriate to the 

requirements of a specific application in accordance with embodiments of the invention. 

Processes for providing information concerning hybrid games and for personalizing 

hybrid games in accordance with embodiments of the invention are discussed further 

below.

Personalization of Hybrid Games

[0041] A player may wish to personalize aspects of a hybrid game including (but not 

limited to) the difficulty of the entertainment game and the relationships between the 

entertainment game and the RWCs wagered in a gambling game. In several
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embodiments, a player may manually select an option for the hybrid game to

automatically configure itself, such as where a hybrid game may automatically configure

an entertainment game to an appropriate difficulty setting based upon a player’s skill

level.

[0042] In a variety of embodiments, players can have the hybrid game perform a skill 

level assessment of the player in order to set the entertainment game of the hybrid 

game to an appropriate difficulty level. In certain embodiments, a hybrid game can 

assess the skill level of a player by providing a player interactive dry run at the 

entertainment game for one or more sample scenarios. In particular embodiments, a 

player is informed that a skill level assessment will be performed to rank performance 

against different difficulty settings of the game. As players play the supplied 

scenario(s), the hybrid game can run an algorithm and monitor the parameters 

associated with performance, such as (but not limited to) a player’s GWC, element 

consumption, and RWC score. The parameters can be monitored against a set of 

benchmarks to determine skill level. Thereby, players can also be given an opportunity 

to experience the game and gain familiarity with the hybrid game, either free of charge, 

or without having to commit a significant amount of funds to do so. In particular 

embodiments, performance information is supplied to the player, such as (but not 

limited) to a recommended difficulty setting for the entertainment game. A follow on 

function of these assessment round(s) can be to define for players the range of 

outcomes they might expect in both the gambling and entertainment games of the 

hybrid game. In certain embodiments, upon successful completion of the player 

assessment option, the player can be guided to further personalize the hybrid game, so 

that information about the player gleaned from the assessment round(s) can be utilized 

to tailor the hybrid game in a manner which is enticing to the player.

[0043] In several embodiments, a hybrid game contains the necessary formulae, 

tables and algorithms to evaluate a player’s performance during the assessment 

round(s) in order to develop a handicap for the player. Such handicaps could be used 

as defaults for hybrid settings, used as suggestions for configuring a hybrid game, or 

used to class players with other players of roughly the same skill level. This implies that 

the hybrid game can incorporate a learning function in its algorithms, such that over a
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period of time, an accurate handicapping of a player is formed and used by the game

and the system for supporting tournaments, and enhancing the player community. In

certain embodiments, the skill assessment is skipped or disabled with respect to a

player who has logged in with an account for which there is recent activity and for which

exists a proven skill assessment level.

[0044] In many embodiments, a player has an option to modify game parameters. A 

hybrid game allows a game manufacturer, a regulator or a casino operator to control 

ranges of game parameters selectable by the player, such as the range of complexity, 

root denomination of the game (as it would relate to amount of RWC used for 

entertainment game actions taken by the player such as pulling the trigger on a gun or 

casting a spell), the minimum and maximum amount of time scaling (which is the range 

of time for which the player could expect to play the game given the player’s skill and a 

specified amount of RWC to be committed to the game), and other parameters which 

the player can control.

[0045] In certain embodiments, a player may select a difficulty setting for the 

entertainment game, such as beginner, amateur, experienced, hardened veteran and 

expert. In particular embodiments, player that plays at a more advanced difficulty 

setting (such as “expert) would be in a position to garner more GWC per unit of time 

played than a player that plays at a less advanced difficulty setting (such as “beginner”), 

at the expense of making survival in the game much more difficult. In a number of 

embodiments, the difficulty setting of the entertainment game can be set automatically 

for a player (such as from a process of evaluating the game play performance of a 

player and configuring the game according to the game play performance).

[0046] In various embodiments, a player can choose to determine denomination 

scaling, or the selection of the quantity of RWCs that are placed into gambling game 

play as per consumption or use of each unit of an element that is consumed. Elements 

are entertainment game gameplay limited resources that are utilized during the 

performance of the entertainment game in order to advance gameplay. In many 

embodiments, elements include but are not limited to ammunition, such as bullets, used 

in a shooting entertainment game involving shooting a gun, money in a real estate 

entertainment game involving the purchase of properties or soldiers in a war
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entertainment game involving commanding a number of soldiers in battles. In certain 

embodiments, denomination scaling would allow the amount of actual RWC used per 

bullet (an element) to be scaled between 1/5 RWC up to 3 RWC when the default RWC 

used for firing a bullet (an element) costs 1 credit. Denomination scaling allows skilled 

players who want a challenging environment, but who have limited financial means, to 

enjoy a satisfying and relatively lengthy play session. In many embodiments, as a 

function of fairness, a formula would exist linking the denomination scaling in some 

manner to the complexity setting of the game. In certain embodiments, the rate of 

possible GWC accumulation can be impacted as the denomination was scaled up or 

down.

[0047] In numerous embodiments, a player may select a time scaling option which 

allows a player to set the complexity, and RWC use rate as a function of a range of the 

amount of time that the player would want to play, considering factors such the amount 

of funds available and the skill level of the player. Although the actual time of use could 

not always predictably be highly accurate, based on statistics of play and the game, a 

projection of a range of anticipated play time, ignoring extraordinary jackpots, can be 

predictable for the hybrid game.

[0048] In many embodiments, a player may select an option for tournament scaling 

which allows a player to configure the complexity and RWC use in a manner which, if 

possible, gives the player a chance of qualifying for an upcoming tournament given 

player specified parameters such as current amount of GWC (from the player account), 

amount of funds available and the amount of time to commit.

[0049] In a number of embodiments, a player may select an option to interact with a 

community of players, such as an online community of players of a certain hybrid game. 

A player may interact with an online community through the hybrid game from one or 

several screens, windows and pop-ups to clearly communicate to the player a number 

of potential pieces of information related to the player community of players who play 

the particular game, or other games which might be of interest, or information related to 

tournaments. A player may interact with a community of players before beginning play, 

or during game execution to facilitate communication with other live players. A non

exhaustive list of information and interactions with a community of players would be a
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list of upcoming tournaments which are available to the player (possibly classed by 

GWC as it would relate to the amount of GWC available to a player), on-going 

tournament data so players could see how other players are performing, the ability to 

join tournaments, the ability to quit a tournament into which one is enrolled, the ability to 

watch an ongoing tournament as a non-participating player, a ranking of players, player 

avatars, accomplishments, point standings and other competitive information, the ability 

to send messages, invites and tournament challenges to other players in the 

community, the ability to request the hosting organization to arrange a custom 

tournament, as specified by the player, with such specifics of the tournament being (but 

not limited to) the GWC entry level, size in terms of the amount of players, a start time, 

length of the tournament, and nature of the tournament and the ability, as permitted 

within the system, to borrow, loan, sell or transfer GWC and other hybrid game credits 

to other players.

[0050] A process for personalizing a hybrid game based on player selections is 

illustrated in FIG. 2. The process 200 includes a salutation (202) from the hybrid game. 

After the salutation (202), the hybrid game will poll (204) the player for a selection 

among different options via a user interface. After polling (204) for a player selection, 

the hybrid game executes (206) the selection. A decision (208) is made as to whether 

the player has finished with selecting options to personalize the hybrid game. If the 

player is not finished selecting options, the process 200 loops back to polling for player 

selections. If the player has finished selecting options, the process is complete.

[0051] In several embodiments, a salutation can be any kind of welcome screen that 

welcomes a player of the hybrid game or gives a general introduction to the hybrid 

game. The salutation may be selectively interwoven with game related or other types of 

advertising, but the intention of the salutation is to invite a player to interact with the 

hybrid game.

[0052] In certain embodiments, a player may interact with the hybrid game using any 

variety of techniques appropriate to a specific application, including utilizing a touch 

screen or button press. In certain embodiments, play of the hybrid game may be 

suspended during a session to re-invoke personalization, such as for functions related 

to interacting with a community of players.
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[0053] Although specific options are discussed above that enable a player to 

personalize a hybrid game, a hybrid game can be personalized in any way as 

appropriate to the requirements of a specific application in accordance with 

embodiments of the invention. In certain embodiments, although personalization is 

described as being executed on a single hybrid game device, personalizable hybrid 

games can perform account setup, and any other options on any device, such as a 

personal computer, kiosk, or across different hybrid games. In numerous embodiments 

personalization of a hybrid game can be associated with a player account such that a 

player need not personalize a hybrid game again with each use of a hybrid game. In 

order to personalize a hybrid game, users may need information concerning the 

characteristics of hybrid games and the options that are available to personalize a 

specific hybrid game. Hybrid games including processes that display presentations 

and/or information that introduce players to various features of the hybrid games are 

discussed below.

Introducing Players to Hybrid Games

[0054] In many embodiments, a player can select an option for the hybrid game to 

present a game demonstration. In certain embodiments, upon selecting this option a 

player is taken through a short movie mode (visual and audio) showing the game in 

action and highlighting some of the key features of the game. One of the important 

functions of providing the presentation is to educate the player as to the two types of 

credits, RWC and GWC, to explain their interrelationship, and to confirm the player fully 

understands that they are gambling in the gambling game simultaneous with the 

operation of the entertainment game.

[0055] In various embodiments, a player may select to start a tutorial that enables a 

player to play the game in a controlled manner designed to teach the player how to play 

the hybrid game. In many embodiments, the end of a demonstration leads to an 

invitation to play a tutorial. A tutorial would allow a player to take a guided tour through 

the game, its scoring methods, use of its tools (such as but not limited to words, potions, 

weapons, and tanks), illustrate the interrelationship between actions in the game and 

gambling events, and provide additional explanations concerning tournament play.
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[0056] In numerous embodiments, a player may select an option for the hybrid game 

to present information on odds and credit use. This information may be presented as a 

screen or series of screens, which display the various gambling odds in the game, and 

the amounts of gambling credits used and how they are correlated to actions and 

choices in the entertainment game. Information or disclosures as required by regulatory 

bodies can similarly be provided. Processes for calculating possible outcomes of hybrid 

game play due to modification of parameters associated with the hybrid game are 

discussed further below.

Odds and Credit Use

[0057] Personalizable hybrid games in many embodiments of the invention allow 

players to understand differing permutations of their odds and credit use when engaging 

in hybrid game play. In numerous embodiments, a hybrid game can include a series of 

screens that inform players, given their skill ranking and committed RWC, of possible 

outcomes if the player were to play the hybrid game, such as anticipated play time, 

range of potential GWC to be earned, what tournaments in process they might qualify 

for, and other game and game system parameters. In the event a player possesses an 

existing player account with the hybrid game, information related to what tournaments 

might be earned could be an aggregation of both their account GWC plus new GWC 

they may earn during the play session in question.

[0058] In many embodiments, a hybrid game may utilize a multi-variable equation or 

equations to calculate the odds and credit use of the hybrid game that allow a player to 

control the denomination and/or time scaling and other game characteristics in a hybrid 

game across multiple elements while solving for a particular goal. The equations used 

to affect this functionality can take any number of forms, including look up tables, linear 

equations, algebraic equations, recursive formulae, etc. In certain embodiments, goals 

set by a player to aspire to in play of the hybrid game, such as (but not limited to) total 

play time and budget (i.e. amount of money to be spent) and potential for GWC 

accumulation in the game, are factored into a presentation of odds and credit use. 

Variables that would be adjustable by the player to solve the resulting equation for the 

goal include (but are not limited to) the amount of RWC linked to each type of element
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(ranging from zero to a value, n), the desired entertainment game difficulty setting, the 

player’s skill (which can be supplied as a function of the player’s ID or volunteered by 

the player), the player’s desire (or lack thereof) to be exposed to high value jackpots, 

and/or the odds profile of the gambling game(s) to be initiated through play of the hybrid 

game. This multi-variable equation can be represented to the player through the user 

interface of the hybrid game in various formats, including, but not limited to, a list of 

parameters with drop down lists, a list of fields where values are entered by the player, 

or a graphical representation of the equation using graphical dials, levers, diagrams 

and/or other user interface elements to affect the configuration of the equation. Some 

parameters are entered into the hybrid game via other mechanisms. In certain 

embodiments, the maximum amount of money the player wants to bet can be 

established by the amount of money that the player has entered into the machine via a 

TITO ticket or bill validator. This starting point for the amount of money to be wagered 

can be decreased below this amount as controlled via a user interface.

[0059] In various embodiments, for each game, the equation(s) from which odds and 

credit use is calculated are configured to contain independent and dependent variables. 

The independent variables are those that can be modified by the player, and the 

dependent variables are those that are calculated via an equation in the context of the 

independent variables’ values and the goal value(s) selected by the player. The 

distinction between independent and dependent variables can be static (i.e. 

preconfigured by the hybrid) or dynamic (i.e. when the player selects a variable and 

alters its value, other variables are calculated in the context of the goal(s) where, as a 

result, these calculated variables then become “dependent”).

[0060] In several embodiments, calculation of the odds and credit use of a hybrid 

game recalculates the dependent variable(s) of the equation(s) each time the 

independent variable(s) and/or goal(s) are adjusted by the player(s). A player can see 

the result of the calculation(s) through text and or graphical output provided by a user 

interface.

[0061] In certain embodiments, a hybrid game can include a car racing theme for the 

entertainment game. By selecting to calculate odds and credit use, a player can select 

from among a number of elements that may be consumed to drive wagering in the
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gambling game, including, but not limited to, gasoline, laps, cars passed, pit stops 

made, and tires replaced. The player can also establish how much RWC to commit to a 

gambling game for usage of each element. Furthermore, in the context of this car 

racing themed entertainment game of a hybrid game the player can set preferences in 

terms of the goal of the game play, including, but not limited to, a number of laps to 

race, amount of time spent on the game, and the amount of money to spend on the 

game.

[0062] In a number of embodiments, a change to one variable can cause alterations 

in others. In certain embodiments, a player can choose to initiate gambling on the basis 

of gas consumption where a player can choose to gamble $1 per gallon of gas 

consumed by his race car. In playing the hybrid game, a player may insert $20 to be 

used by a hybrid game (setting the amount of money available to be wagered), and also 

select a high risk/high reward gambling game. The personalizable hybrid game, in 

calculating odds and credit use, will determine that this will (based on an assessment of 

the player’s skill) provide the player with about 8 minutes of game play. If the player 

sees this result on the display, but would like to play longer, the player may turn a “soft 

dial” that is part of the hybrid game user interface to shift the 8 minutes to 16 minutes. 

The personalizable hybrid game can then perform a new calculation based upon a 

player’s modification and show that the player would need to put $40 into the machine. 

A hybrid game can also inform the player (such as from a pop-up bubble of text in the 

user interface) that if he wants to only gamble $20 he can shift to a low risk/low reward 

gambling game of the hybrid game and play for approximately 16 minutes for the $20 

currently in the machine. The player can respond by shifting the gambling game to the 

low risk/low reward option and accepts the settings to commence game play.

[0063] In many embodiments, a player can also set preferences for the nature of the 

gambling game to be initiated by actions within the entertainment game (i.e. by virtue of 

the elements). In certain embodiments, a player can choose between types of tradeoffs 

in hybrid game play such as high risk/high reward, medium risk/medium reward, and 

low risk/low reward for each element that they have chosen to trigger gambling games 

during game play.

[0064] In several embodiments, the amount of RWC contributed to the game by a
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player can serve as an input to equation(s) used to calculate odds and credit use, and 

can affect the goal(s), variables available to the player, permissible range of those 

variables or other aspect of the hybrid game. For example, a player contributing 10 

units of RWC to a racing game implementation of the hybrid game may only have the 

ability to select race tracks that provide a maximum GWC win of 100 units, whereas a 

player contributing 100 units of RWC to the same game may have the option of 

selecting race tracks where maximum GWC wins of up to 10,000 GWC are possible. 

[0065] A process for calculating possible outcomes of hybrid game play due to 

modifications to odds and/or credit options in accordance with an embodiment of the 

invention is illustrated in FIG. 3. The process 300 includes receiving (302) notification of 

the parameters that may be modified. These parameters are typically set by an entity 

that maintains a hybrid game, such as a casino. After receiving (302) notifications of 

the parameters that may be modified, modifications to the hybrid game are received 

(304). These modifications are typically personalized data provided by a player to a 

hybrid game in order to calculate odds and credit use. After receiving (304) 

modifications, the hybrid game can calculate (306) possible odds and credit use 

possibilities or other outcomes due to the modifications.

[0066] Although specific processes for calculating and using information for 

determining odds and credit use in a hybrid game based upon player selections are 

discussed above, a variety of processes for calculating and using odds and credit use 

may be utilized as appropriate to the requirements of a specific application in 

accordance with embodiments of the invention. In a variety of embodiments, the 

complete range of options for personalization in calculating and using odds and credit 

use above need not always be available to the player, and a casino can limit the 

player’s choices to a subset of options. In the context of the above car racing game, a 

casino can, for example, only allow gambling games to be triggered as a function of the 

consumption of gas and each pit stop, with the gambling game for the former only being 

a low risk/low reward game and the pit stop triggered gambling game being a high 

risk/high reward game. Processes for storing information in a personalized player 

account are discussed below.
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Personalization from Player Accounts

[0067] In certain embodiments, a player may set up a player account for the hybrid 

game. A player account can include, but is not limited to information such as (but not 

limited to) player personal, contact and financial information, a player's alias or handle, 

player avatar, preferences related to game play (such as default complexity, maximum 

amount of funds in a session, allowable time, etc.), preferred games, and interest in 

getting e-mail or other methods of contact notifications about tournaments, or 

advertisements.

[0068] Although specific discussions of a player account is discussed above, hybrid 

games can include player accounts which can store any kind of information as 

appropriate to the requirements of a specific application in embodiments of the 

invention. Processes for automatically determining a difficulty setting for an 

entertainment game is discussed below.

Automatically Determining Difficulty Setting for an Entertainment Game

[0069] Personalizable hybrid games in many embodiments of the invention can be 

configured to offer an entertainment game set at a difficulty setting appropriate for a 

player’s skill level. In certain embodiments, a difficulty setting of the hybrid game may 

be manually set, such as by a player manually entering a difficulty setting for the 

entertainment game. In many embodiments, a hybrid game can automatically calibrate 

itself to operate at an appropriate difficulty setting according to a player’s skill level. A 

process for determining an appropriate difficulty setting of an entertainment game 

according to player skill level in accordance with an embodiment of the invention is 

illustrated in FIG. 4. The process 400 includes collecting (402) parameter data 

indicative of player performance at the entertainment game. Parameter data is data 

concerning a parameter, which is a variable of the hybrid game such as but not limited 

to RWC available to the gambling game, game play time, entertainment game difficulty 

setting, RWC accumulation rate and/or element consumption rate. Collection (402) of 

parameter data will be described in further detail in sections below. After collecting 

(402) parameter data, a player’s performance is evaluated (404) for different 

entertainment game difficulty settings. In many embodiments, a player’s performance is
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evaluated by ranking the player’s performance across different entertainment game 

difficulty settings. After evaluating (404) a player’s performance for different difficulty 

settings, an appropriate difficulty setting for the hybrid game is determined (406). In 

many embodiments, an appropriate difficulty setting can be determined by any variety of 

factors, including a maximization of the rate of GWC gain or a maximization of RWC 

expended. Determination (406) of an appropriate difficulty setting is discussed in 

sections below in further detail. After determining (406) an appropriate difficulty setting, 

the entertainment game of the hybrid game can be configured (408) according to the 

determined appropriate difficulty setting.

[0070] Personalizable hybrid games in accordance with many embodiments of the 

invention can determine an appropriate entertainment game difficulty setting for a 

player’s skill level based upon at least one predetermined criterion, such as determining 

a maximum GWC accumulation rate. To illustrate this determination, a graph of 

parameter data is illustrated in FIG. 5. The graph 500 plots the rate of GWC 

accumulation against various difficulty settings of an entertainment game. In addition, 

the graph plots a rate of consumption of enabling elements or rate if use of action 

elements as the difficulty of the game increases. As one example of how such data 

may be utilized, an appropriate difficulty setting of an entertainment game that 

maximizes GWC accumulation can be determined by analyzing the curve of GWC rate 

versus difficulty settings for the difficulty setting at which the GWC accumulation rate is 

maximized, as indicated by the dashed line. Additionally, the player’s rate of 

consumption of enabling elements and use of action elements may be determined for 

any of the difficulty settings, including finding the relationship between consumption of 

enabling elements and use of action elements at a particular GWC rate particular to an 

individual player. In other embodiments, alternative criteria appropriate to the 

requirements of a specific application can be utilized to select an appropriate difficulty 

level in accordance with embodiments of the invention.

[0071] Although specific examples of personalizing hybrid games based upon player 

skill level are discussed above, a hybrid game may be personalized based upon player 

skill level as appropriate to the requirements of a specific application in accordance with
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embodiments of the invention. Processes for collecting parameter data on player

performance at specific entertainment game skill levels are discussed below.

Collecting Data on Player Performance for Different Entertainment Game Difficulty

Settings

[0072] Personalizable hybrid games in accordance with many embodiments of the 

invention can collect parameter data indicative of player performance for different 

entertainment game difficulty settings. A process for collecting data on player 

performance with respect to an entertainment game in accordance with an embodiment 

of the invention is illustrated in FIG. 6. The process 600 includes setting (602) the 

entertainment game to a certain difficulty setting. After setting (602) the difficulty 

setting, the hybrid game collects (604) data on the player’s performance at the 

entertainment game difficulty setting. After collecting (604) parameter data on player 

performance, a decision (606) is made concerning whether to evaluate player 

performance at additional difficulty settings is made. If an evaluation of player 

performance at additional difficulty settings is desired, the process loops back to setting 

(602) a new difficulty setting for the entertainment game. If an evaluation of a player’s 

performance at additional difficulty settings is not desired, then the process ends. In 

many embodiments, the process loops through each difficulty setting that the 

entertainment game possesses.

[0073] In many embodiments, parameter data collected for player performance at 

different entertainment game difficulty settings can include any kind of parameter data 

relevant to determining the appropriate difficulty setting for a player’s skill level. In 

several embodiments, a hybrid game collects parameter data on the player’s 

performance while a player plays the entertainment game at different difficulty settings 

for a period of time. During that period of time, information about various parameters is 

collected from the player’s performance at the difficulty setting. Example parameters 

include but are not limited to the rate at which the player accumulates GWC, the rate at 

which the player consumes elements, the rate at which the player is committing RWC to 

the game. An illustration of a collection of parameter data in a table at different difficulty 

settings is illustrated in FIG. 7. The parameter data collected in the table includes the
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GWC accumulation per unit time 704 and the element consumption per unit time 706 for

each difficulty setting 702.

[0074] Referring now to Figs. 5, 6 and 7, a process for ranking a player’s ability 

against a difficulty level of an entertainment game of a hybrid game will now be 

described. The process begins by finding a maximum rate of accumulation GWC for a 

player while the player was playing an entertainment game of a hybrid game. It should 

be understood that mere inspection may be sufficient to find the maximum, such as by 

finding the maximum GWC rate in a table of data as shown in Fig 7. As another 

exemplary process, other mathematical methods may be employed such as fitting a 

curve to the GWC rate versus difficulty level data and determining an inflexion in the 

curve, etc as shown in Fig. 5. Once a maximum is determined for the GWC rate data, 

then a difficulty level corresponding to the determined maximum GWC rate can be 

determined, indicating the ranking of the player against the difficulty levels of the 

entertainment game as the difficulty level at which the player accumulates GWC at the 

maximum rate (as indicated by the dashed line of Fig. 5). Once the difficulty rating has 

been established to rank the player, the difficulty rating can then be used to determine 

rate of enabling element or action element consumption by the player while playing the 

entertainment game at the determined difficulty level (again as indicated by the dashed 

line of Fig. 5).
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Table 1_____________________________________________
RCRate = EERate * RatlORCRate/EERate

RCfotal ~ RCRate Tjotal

GWC-potal = GWCRate * Tjotal

RatiOQWCRate/EERate = GWCRate/EERate

RCwinRate —/(RCRate, PayTablo)

EE|ncrementRate “ RCwinRate RstlOEEIncrementRate/RCWinRate

[0075] Table 1 is a table of exemplary simultaneous equations that may be used to 

define a range of outcomes for a hybrid game. As illustrated, a plurality of values can 

be derived for various game play parameters for a particular player and a hybrid game 

once the player’s ability has been evaluated as described herein. The equations for 

deriving the values may also be used in linear programming or other mathematical 

processes to determine other values of interest. Such parameters include:

[0076] RCRate, a rate at which real world credits are committed to a gambling 

game that is part of a hybrid game;

[0077] EERate, a rate at which an enabling element or an action element is 

consumed by a player playing an entertainment game of a hybrid game;

[0078] RatioRCRate/EERate, a ratio of a rate of real world credits committed 

to a gambling game of a hybrid game to a rate of consumption of an enabling 

element or an action element of an entertainment game of the hybrid game;

[0079] RCTotal, a total amount of real world credit committed to a gambling 

game while a player is playing a hybrid game;

[0080] TTotal, a total amount of time a player plays a hybrid game;

[0081] GWCTotal, a total amount of game world credit accumulated by a

player while playing a hybrid game;
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[0082] GWCRate, a rate at which a player accumulated game world credit

while playing a hybrid game;

[0083] RatioGWCRate/EERate, a ratio of a rate of game world credit

accumulation to a rate of consumption of an enabling element or an action

element of an entertainment game of a hybrid game being played by a player;

[0084] RCWinRate, a rate at which a player wins real world credits in a 

gambling game of a hybrid game;

[0085] PayTable, a pay table of a gambling game of a hybrid game being 

played by a player;

[0086] EElncrementRate, a rate at which an enabling element or an action 

element is incremented as a player plays a hybrid game; and 

[0087] RatioEEIncrementRate/RCWinRate, a ratio of a rate of incrementing 

an amount of an enabling element or an action element in an entertainment 

game of a hybrid game to a rate of a player’s winning of real world credit in a 

gambling game of the hybrid game.

[0088] Of course, it should be understood that many other ratios, relationships and 

equations may be derived from parameter data collected about a player’s play of a 

hybrid game during an evaluation period of time.

[0089] In numerous embodiments, a player may be presented with the results of the 

parameter data collected during the player’s play of the entertainment game and various 

calculated expected outcomes. For example, such a table may include rate of GWC 

accumulation, rate of enabling element consumption, rate of action element 

consumption, rate of real world credit commitment, etc. for each difficulty setting or 

configuration of the entertainment game. Then, the player may select for themselves a 

difficulty level or configuration for the entertainment game based on the player’s desires. 

For example, the player may want to commit gambling wagers at a slower rate and 

would therefore want to select a lower difficulty level for the entertainment game that 

consumed enabling elements or used action elements at a lower rate.

[0090] Although processes for collecting parameter data indicative of player 

performance is discussed above, parameter data can be collected using any process as 

appropriate to the requirement of a specific application in accordance with embodiments
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of the invention. A discussion of a processing apparatus that can implement a

personalizable hybrid game is discussed below.

Processing Apparatus

[0091] Any of a variety of processing apparatuses can host various components of a 

hybrid game in accordance with embodiments of the invention. In several 

embodiments, these processing apparatuses can include, but are not limited to, a 

gaming machine, a general purpose computer, a computing device and/or a controller. 

A processing apparatus that is configured to implement a personalizable hybrid game in 

accordance with various exemplary embodiments of the invention is illustrated in FIG. 8. 

In the processing apparatus 800, a processor 804 is coupled to a memory 806 by a bus 

828. The processor 804 is also coupled to non-transitory processor-readable storage 

media, such as a storage device 808 that stores processor-executable instructions 812 

and data 810 through the system bus 828 to an I/O bus 826 through a storage controller 

818. The processor 804 is also coupled to one or more interfaces that may be used to 

connect the processor to other processing apparatuses as well as networks as 

described herein. The processor 804 is also coupled via the bus to user input devices 

814, such as tactile devices including (but not limited to keyboards, keypads, foot pads, 

touch screens, and/or trackballs, as well as non-contact devices such as audio input 

devices, motion sensors and motion capture devices that the processing apparatus may 

use to receive inputs from a user when the user interacts with the processing apparatus. 

The processor 804 is connected to these user input devices 814 through the system 

bus 828, to the I/O bus 826 and through the input controller 820. The processor 804 is 

also coupled via the bus to user output devices 816 such as (but not limited to) visual 

output devices, audio output devices, and/or tactile output devices that the processing 

apparatus uses to generate outputs perceivable by the user when the user interacts 

with the processing apparatus. In several embodiments, the processor is coupled to 

visual output devices such as (but not limited to) display screens, light panels, and/or 

lighted displays. In a number of embodiments, the processor is coupled to audio output 

devices such as (but not limited to) speakers, and/or sound amplifiers. In many 

embodiments, the processor is coupled to tactile output devices like vibrators, and/or
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manipulators. The processor is connected to output devices from the system bus 828 to

the I/O bus 826 and through the output controller 822. The processor 804 can also be

connected to a communications interface 802 from the system bus 828 to the I/O bus

826 through a communications controller 824.

[0092] In various embodiments, a processor loads the instructions and the data from 

the storage device into the memory and executes the instructions and operates on the 

data to implement the various aspects and features of the components of a gaming 

system as described herein. The processor uses the user input devices and the user 

output devices in accordance with the instructions and the data in order to create and 

operate user interfaces for players, casino operators, and/or owners as described 

herein.

[0093] Although the processing apparatus is described herein as being constructed 

from a processor and instructions stored and executed by hardware components, the 

processing apparatus can be composed of only hardware components in accordance 

with many embodiments. In addition, although the storage device is described as being 

coupled to the processor through a bus, those skilled in the art of processing 

apparatuses will understand that the storage device can include removable media such 

as (but not limited to) a USB memory device, an optical CD ROM, magnetic media such 

as tape and disks. Also, the storage device can be accessed through one of the 

interfaces or over a network. Furthermore, any of the user input devices or user output 

devices can be coupled to the processor via one of the interfaces or over a network. In 

addition, although a single processor is described, those skilled in the art will 

understand that the processor can be a controller or other computing device or a 

separate computer as well as be composed of multiple processors or computing 

devices.

[0094] In numerous embodiments, any of an RWE, a GWE and an ESE as described 

herein can be implemented on multiple processing apparatuses, whether dedicated, 

shared or distributed in any combination thereof, or may be implemented on a single 

processing apparatus. In addition, while certain aspects and features of a 

personalizable hybrid game described herein have been attributed to an RWE, a GWE 

or an ESE, these aspects and features may be implemented in a hybrid form where any
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of the features or aspects may be performed by any of a RWE, GWE or ESE within a

personalizable hybrid game without deviating from the spirit of the invention.

[0095] While the above description contains many specific embodiments of the 

invention, these should not be construed as limitations on the scope of the invention, 

but rather as an example of one embodiment thereof. It is therefore to be understood 

that the present invention may be practiced otherwise than specifically described, 

without departing from the scope and spirit of the present invention. Thus, 

embodiments of the present invention should be considered in all respects as illustrative 

and not restrictive.
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Claims for Australian National Phase Entry

WHAT iS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method of operating a gaming system, comprising: 

providing by the gaming system a real world engine configured to provide a randomly

generated payout for a gambling game;

providing by the gaming system a game world engine configured to manage an 

entertainment software engine to provide outcomes based upon a player’s skillful execution of 

an entertainment game;

collecting parameter data by the gaming system indicative of player performance during 

the player’s skillful execution of the entertainment game at each of a plurality of difficulty 

settings, the parameter data indicative of wagering in the gambling game as triggered by the 

player’s actions during the player’s skillful execution of the entertainment game and indicative of 

a rate of accumulation of game world credit during the player’s skilifui execution of the 

entertainment game;

selecting by the gaming system a difficulty setting from the plurality of difficulty settings 

for the entertainment game based upon the collected parameter data; and

determining by the gaming system a wager of an amount of real world credit wagered in 

the gambling game based on the difficulty setting selected from the plurality of difficulty settings 

for the entertainment game, the wager triggered by actions taken by the player during the 

player’s skillful execution of the entertainment game at the difficulty setting, where the real world 

credit is credit used in the gambling game.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 

determining by the gaming system a rate of consumption of an element of the

entertainment game based on the difficulty setting for the entertainment game, where the 

element is a limited resource utilized within the entertainment game to advance gameplay in the 

entertainment game and trigger a wager in the gambling game; and

determining by the gaming system an amount of real world credit to be wagered based 

on the determined rate of consumption of the element.

3. The method of claim 1 or 2, further comprising: 

receiving by the gaming system a modification of a parameter indicative of player

performance at the entertainment game; and
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determining by the gaming system the amount of real world credit to be wagered based

on the modification of the parameter.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the modification of the parameter is a modification of the

length of time that the player is playing the entertainment game.

5. The method of claim 3, wherein the modification of the parameter is a modification of an

amount of real world credit that can be wagered.

6. A gaming system, comprising:

a real world engine constructed to provide a randomly generated payout of real world 

credit from a wager of real world credit in a gambling game;

an entertainment software engine constructed to provide outcomes based upon a 

player’s skillful execution of an entertainment game; and

a game world engine constructed to:

collect parameter data indicative of player performance during the player’s skillful 

execution of the entertainment game at each of a plurality of difficulty settings, the parameter 

data indicative of wagering in the gambling game as triggered by the player’s actions during the 

player’s skillful execution of the entertainment game and indicative of a rate of accumulation of 

game world credit during the player’s skillful execution of the entertainment game;

select a difficulty setting from the plurality of difficulty settings for the skill based 

entertainment game based upon the collected parameter data; and

determine a wager of an amount of real world credit wagered in the gambling game 

based on the difficulty setting selected from the plurality of difficulty settings for the 

entertainment game, the wager triggered by actions taken by the player during the player’s 

skillful execution of the entertainment game at the difficulty setting level, where the real world 

credit is credit used in the gambling game.

7. The gaming system of claim 6, wherein the game world engine is further constructed to: 

determine a rate of consumption of an element of the entertainment game based on the

difficulty setting for the entertainment game, where the element is a limited resource utifized 

within the entertainment game to advance gameplay in the entertainment game and trigger a 

wager in the gambling game; and
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determine an amount of real world credit wagered based on the determined rate of

consumption of the element.

8. The gaming system of claim 6 or 7, wherein the game world engine is further 

constructed to:

receive a modification of a parameter indicative of player performance at the 

entertainment game; and

determine the amount of real world credit to be wagered based on the modification of a 

parameter.

9. The gaming system of claim 8, wherein the modification of a parameter is a modification 

of a length of time that the player is playing the entertainment game.

10. A non-transitory processor-readable storage medium storing processor-executable 

instructions for a method of operating a gaming system, the instructions comprising:

providing by the gaming system a real world engine configured to provide a randomly 

generated payout for a gambling game;

providing by the gaming system a game world engine configured to manage an 

entertainment software engine to provide outcomes based upon a player’s skillful execution of 

an entertainment game;

collecting parameter data by the gaming system indicative of player performance during 

the player’s skillful execution of the entertainment game at each of a plurality of difficulty 

settings, the parameter data indicative of wagering in the gambling game as triggered by the 

player’s actions during the player’s skillful execution of the entertainment game and indicative of 

a rate of accumulation of game world credit during the player’s skillful execution of the 

entertainment game;

selecting by the gaming system a difficulty setting from the plurality of difficulty settings 

for the entertainment game based upon the collected parameter data; and

determining by the gaming system a wager of an amount of real world credit wagered in 

the gambling game based on the difficulty setting selected from the plurality of difficulty settings 

for the entertainment game, the wager triggered by actions taken by the player during the 

player’s skillful execution of the entertainment game at the difficulty setting, where the real world 

credit is credit used in the gambling game.
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11. The non-transitory processor-readable storage medium of claim 11, the instructions 

further comprising:

determining a rate of consumption of an element of the entertainment game based on 

the selected difficulty setting for the entertainment game, where an element is a limited resource 

utilized within the entertainment game to advance gameplay; and

determining the amount of real world credit wagered based on the determined rate of 

consumption of the element.

12. The non-transitory processor-readable storage medium of claim 12, the instructions 

further comprising:

receiving a modification of a parameter indicative of player performance at the 

entertainment game; and

determining the amount of real world credit wagered based on the modification of the 

parameter.

13. The non-transitory processor-readable storage medium of claim 12, wherein the 

modification of the parameter is a modification of the length of time that a player is playing the 

entertainment game.

14. The non-transitory processor-readable storage medium of claim 12, wherein the 

modification of the parameter is a modification of an amount of real world credit that can be 

wagered.
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